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Importance of Understanding Mechanisms
“In many scientific disciplines, the goal of researchers is not only estimating causal effects of a treatment
but also understanding the process in which the treatment causally affects the outcome.”
– Tingley et al. (2019)
“The most effective papers typically do not stop with identifying a causal effect and its magnitude. […]
Understanding mechanisms is often a key goal of social science.”
– Goldfarb, Tucker, and Wang (2022)

Existing (Sequential) Approach: Estimate-and-then-Understand
Estimate the Causal Effects
(Comparative case study methods for panel data)

Understand the Mechanism
(Mediation analysis developed for lab data)

§ Why sequential approach? Existing methods such as DiD and SCM do not
allow mediators to be included in the model.
– Mediators change with the intervention (A) while existing comparative case study
methods (e.g., DiD, SCM) do not allow covariates to change with the intervention.

Objectives and Contributions
Objectives: Develop a method to
• Estimate the causal effect of a binary intervention and conduct a mediation analysis in panel
settings
• Unit-specific, time-varying causal effects are estimated, and the mechanism is revealed.
• Parallel trends assumption is relaxed
• The endogeneity of the intervention and mediators is allowed
• Standard errors are computed easily (No inference theory needed due to Bayesian approach)

Contributions
• Produces more accurate estimation of treatment effects than existing methods (e.g., SCM, GSCM,
BSCM, DM-LFM, traditional mediation analysis, Bayesian LIV mediation) i. t. o. bias and variance
• Helps researchers to understand the underlying mechanisms while competing methods do not
• Handles the endogeneity of mediators without relying on instruments.
• Addresses non-random assignment of treatment.

Confounders Make Things Difficult
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𝑖: index for unit
𝑡: index for time
𝑑!" : binary treatment variable
𝑚!" : mediator
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Treatment assignment is not random w. r. t. the outcome and mediators.
The mediators are potentially endogenous.

𝑦!" : outcome
𝑢#!" , 𝑢$!" , 𝑢%!" : unobserved
confounders

Model
§ 𝑑!" : a binary treatment indicator of unit 𝑖 in 𝑡
($!" )

§ 𝑦!"

: potential outcome that would be observed under treatment state 𝑑!"
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§ 𝐦!" !" : potential mediator value under treatment state 𝑑!"
§ 𝑥!" : exogenous covariates (they do not change with 𝑑!" )
§ 𝛿!" : effect of binary treatment for unit 𝑖 in 𝑡.
§ 𝐟" : common latent factors
§ 𝛄! : factor loading
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Performance Benchmark: Simulation Results

Example: Washington Soda Tax Case
§ Washington state implemented a two-cent per can (1/6 cent per ounce)
excise tax on July 1, 2010. (The tax was removed on December 1, 2010.)
(Our Study Using Proposed Method)
(Existing Studies Using Existing Methods)
Soda Tax
(e.g., Kim, Lee, and Gupta 2020;
Rojas and Wang 2021)

Soda Price

Soda Sales

Feature Advertising

Soda Tax
Direct effect of soda tax
Indirect effect of soda tax through price
Indirect effect of soda tax through feature advertising

Soda Sales

Example: Washington Soda Tax Case
§ Question
– What is the effect of soda tax on marketing activities (e.g., soda price) and soda sales?
– How much of the total soda effect on sales is attributed to marketing and how much to
“other” factors?

§ Data

– Treatment units: 4 stores in Washington
– Control units: 50 stores in Oregon
– 100 weeks from the first week of 2009 through November 2010
• Pre-treatment (before-tax) periods: the first 78 weeks; post-treatment (tax) periods: the last 22
weeks.

– Level of Analysis: store-week

§ Key Variables

– Weekly (volume-weighted) soda price per ounce at each stores
– Weekly (volume-weighted) in-store feature advertising intensity at each store
– Weekly soda sales at each store

Washington Soda Tax Case
Treatment Group (4 WA Stores)

Control Group (50 OR Stores)

Effects of Soda Tax: Method Comparison
Effect of Tax on Volume Sales

Effect on Price
Effect on Feature Adv
DiD: Two-way fixed-effect difference-in-differences method (Angrist and Pischke 2009); gsynth: Generalized synthetic control method (Xu 2017); DM-LFM: Dynamic Multilevel
Latent Factor Model (Pang, Liu, and Xu 2022); BSCM: Bayesian Synthetic Control Method (Kim, Lee, and Gupta 2020); Regression-Based: Regression-Based Mediation Analysis
Method (e.g., Hayes 2022); Bayesian LIV: Bayesian Latent Instrumental Variable Mediation Analysis Method (Zhang, Wedel, and Pieters 2009); BCIM: The proposed method

Effect of Soda Tax on Price and Feature Advertising
Store ID 257961
Effect on Price

Effect on Feature Adv

•

Soda tax increased soda price immediately
and persistently throughout the tax period

•

Soda tax increased the in-store feature
advertising gradually and moderately

Decomposition of Soda Tax’s Effect
Store ID 257961
•

•

Yielding to habit
Manufacturers’ counter adv

•
•

Consumers’ heightened awareness

Indirect Effects: Soda tax decreased the volume sales
persistently throughout the tax period through price
but had no impact on the sales through feature
advertising.
Direct Effects: The direct effect was negative
immediately after the tax imposition (perhaps due to
consumers’ heightened awareness of soda’s health
effects). But the early negative effect quickly
disappeared perhaps due to the addictive nature of
soda drinks (yielding to habit) and manufacturers’
counter advertising (e.g., “Say No to the Beverage Tax!”
on Pepsi delivery trucks).
The total tax effect eventually became moot because
the positive direct effect and negative indirect effect
cancelled out.
Policy implications: The soda tax alone fails to
achieve policy makers’ intended purpose of lowering
soda consumption, despite increased soda prices. To
improve the effectiveness of the soda tax, policy makers
should cope with the non-marketing factors that
contribute to the positive direct effect.

BCIM R Package
Will be available on GitHub in the future
Will help social science researchers,
policymakers, business managers who want to
understand the underlying mechanism
as well as estimate causal effect of a binary
intervention using real-world panel data (versus
lab data).

Conclusion
§ Combining comparative case study methods in panel settings (e.g., DiD,
SCM) with mediation analysis methods developed for lab data.
– Nonrandom assignment of treatment with respect to mediators and outcome
– Endogeneity of mediators with respect to the outcome

§ Helps researchers to find mechanisms in observational data
§ Provides more precise estimates in terms of bias and variance than
competing methods

– DiD, SCM, gsynth, DM-LFM, Regression-based mediation, Bayesian LIV mediation
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Simulation Results

